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Supporting the UK’s EV market 
– how does BP do it?
Research by BP has shown that the UK EV market is growing, 
and getting faster year on year. 

Plug-in car registrations grew by 10,000 units between 2016-17 and 13,000 between 2017-18. It’s clear that the shift to EV is 
happening quickly, and the demand is high. This demand has shaped BP’s commitment to serving fl eets with safe, convenient 
and reliable fuelling options, regardless of the engine type they choose. Auto Windscreen is one customer which utilises all the 
benefi ts of working with BP Fuel Cards and BP Chargemaster and joins the readers of Fleet News in recommending BP as a 
quality partner for fl eets.
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In partnership with BP Target Neutral, Auto Windscreens 
already off sets its emissions by buying credits to work alongside 
BP with some of their initiatives across the world. As Auto 
Windscreens looks ahead to using electrical and hybrid vehicles 
in their fl eet, BP’s Chargemaster and Fuel and Charge off ers will 
become invaluable. 

BP Chargemaster is the offi  cial charging partner with the leading 
EV manufacturers in the UK. As well as off ering home charging 
for drivers (with 40,000 units installed to date), it also provides 
150kW chargers to BP retail sites, facilitating ultra-fast charging 
for fl eets on the go. 

Driving fl eets forward

with Target Neutral, BP Chargemaster 
and BP Fuel and Charge 

No matter the size of the fl eet, with BP fuel cards managers 
can manage the day-to-day admin with minimal time and 
eff ort. They have complete control at their fi ngertips, with 
easy access to online tools and advanced security measures.

Auto Windscreens uses BP FleetMove Pro to monitor and 
analyse its drivers’ behaviour, be it harsh steering, harsh 
braking or excessive fuel usage, and pass this information on 
to network teams to educate and reward drivers on improving 
effi  ciency. 

Since using the tool, Auto Windscreens’ effi  ciency has 
improved across the fl eet by 6 MPG.  

The BPme app has proved most popular with the drivers at 
Auto Windscreens who fi nd the locator tool especially useful 
when planning fuel stops ahead of a journey. The cashless 
system also allows drivers to stay with their cars while 
fuelling up, minimising driver downtime and adding security 
to the fl eet. 

The BPme Rewards scheme is also a fantastic way of 
rewarding the drivers using the BP Plus card with everyday 
treats all for just fi lling up the company vehicle and at no cost 
to them. 

Take control 
with Fleet Management Tools  

Driver satisfaction 
with BPme 

The BP Fuel and Charge card is the key to a convenient and 
comprehensive network on-road fuelling and charging. Any 
fl eet thinking of switching some of their fl eet to electric will 
have maximum convenience as it can be used by fl eet drivers 
to pay for petrol, diesel or electricity. It off ers fl eets access to 
the BP Plus cross acceptance network of more than 3,400 fuel 
sites and the Polar EV charging network - the UK’s largest public 
charging network which consists of over 7,000 EV charging 
points.
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